NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Articles or other materials for publication may be submitted to any one of the editors, whose addresses are given on the inside of the front cover. Contributors should submit two copies of the articles (if in hard copy), or email the article, in double line spacing with reasonable margins, whether typed on A4 paper or computer typed/printed. Articles should normally be between 5000-8000 words, but longer articles will be considered. An Abstract of about 150 words should also be supplied with five suitable key words for the article. The material submitted should be submitted in a format suitable for software operations. However, the publisher reserves the right to typeset material by conventional means of the authors version of type settings proves unsatisfactory. For further details please contact one of the editors.

STYLE
Contributors should aim for a style that is accessible to readers in related disciplines. Masculine forms used as universals e.g. ‘the doctors and his works’ should be avoided. Articles may be either in English (UK) or English (US).

CITATIONS
Contributors may follow either of the standard conventions:
a) in-text citations of sources  b) citation in footnotes

a) In-text citations: Give author’s surname, date of publication, and page references (if any) in parentheses in the body of the text, e.g. ‘(Radheshyam, 1980a:119) or (Radheshyam, 1980b:35). Where a second or subsequent work by a particular author in the same year is cited, references should be distinguished by letters (a, b, c etc.) placed after the date. A complete list of reference cited, arranged alphabetically by author’s surname, should be typed double-spaced at the end of the article in the form:

Books
Radheshyam, S., 1980a, History of Villages: Cultural Analysis, (Varanasi, Gita Pub)
Or

Articles

Primary Records
Archival Records- ‘Land Revenue Records of Samakhyla’, F.No. 15, 1918, Bombay State Archives, Mumbai
Field Notes- Documenting agrarian structure of village Loni, District-Kamrup, Nepal, From 5th September to 15th October, 2009

b) Citation in footnotes: References should be given in notes, numbered consecutively through the typescript which raised numbers. Type the double-spaced or separated pages at the end of the article. Full publication details should be given at first mention, a short form thereafter:

Rolland, H., Villages in Afghanistan, Kabul, 1951, Pp. 5-7

Short Forms and follow citations
Ibid., P. 4

Quotation
Quotations should be in single inverted commas, with double spaced only for quotations within quotations. Quotations of more than about five lines should be set off from the text and indented. Type double spaces

Table and Illustrations
Tables, graphs, maps and line drawings should be provided on separate sheets. Guidelines on presentations are included in the more detailed Notes for contributors available from the editors. Contributors should provide full details of the illustration source and obtain permission to reproduce copyright material. Any necessary acknowledgement should be included in the caption.

Proofs
Contributors will receive a proof of their article for correction of any printers’ error and any essential factual errors.

Offprints
Authors will be given PDF version and one copy of the hard copy Journal. Contributors may also purchase the issue in which their contribution appears at a preferential rate, on application to the publisher.